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Our monthly property market review is intended to provide background to recent developments in property
markets, as well as to give an indication of how some key issues could impact in the future.

Commercial construction declines at the
start of the year
The latest ‘IHS Markit’s Purchasing Managers’ Index’, reports that
commercial building work in the UK has fallen for two consecutive
months, ending ten months of expansion. This tailing off in
construction output was led by falling demand from businesses,
forcing the reduction in civil engineering and commercial property
work, negatively impacting the sector.
Economics Associate Director at IHS Markit, Tim Moore
commented on the findings: “The UK construction sector moved
into decline during February as Brexit anxiety intensified and clients
opted to delay decision-making on building projects. Risk aversion
in the commercial sub-category has exerted a downward influence
on workloads throughout the year so far. This reflects softer business
spending on fixed assets such as industrial units, offices and retail
space. The fall in commercial work therefore hints at a further slide in
domestic business investment during the first quarter, continuing the
declines seen in 2018.”
The housing sector was the only category to register construction
growth in February. Despite the rate of expansion being
modest, due to a general drop in confidence across the housing
market, this was the thirteenth consecutive month of growth for
residential work.

UK Commercial investment volumes falter
but remain above the three-year average
Savills’ recent ‘Market in Minutes’ review of UK commercial
property, reveals that investment volumes reached £62.1bn in
2018, a decline of almost 6% (5.7%) year on year. Despite the
decline, this does represent a rise on the three-year rolling average
of £59.8bn. Considering the combination of ongoing political
uncertainty and cooling of some global economics, Savills comment
that this is ‘a strong message the UK real estate remains a liquid
and desirable investment.’
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Despite the recent raft of positive news about the commercial
property industrial sector, the research reveals that both market
proportion and volumes declined year on year. This is attributed
to the fact the creation of prime stock is dominated by a small
number of firms who are holding the property for income, not
with the intention of trading. In this scenario, it is challenging to
foresee how volumes can advance by the same proportions as
occupier demand.
For the third consecutive month, the average prime yield for all
sectors was maintained at 4.77%.

Liberty department store on the market
Liberty London, the retail landmark on Great Marlborough Street,
founded by Arthur Lasenby Liberty in 1875, has reportedly been
put on the market. Private equity firm BlueGem, purchased the
store in 2010 for £32m, refinancing it four years later, reducing
its stake to 40%, allowing some investors to withdraw money, but
nearly all reinvested in buying the department store for £165m.
It is understood BlueGem is looking to sell its stake and has hired
UBS to seek a private buyer. It is not clear at this stage whether
other investors are willing to sell.
The property is on the market at a time of upheaval for department
stores and retail in general, who are facing intense competition
from online retail and contending with high rates. According to the
real estate adviser Altus Group, Liberty’s rates bill increased over
16% to more than £1m during the last financial year.

The fall in commercial work therefore hints at
a further slide in domestic business investment
during the first quarter, continuing the declines
seen in 2018
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HOUSE PRICES
HEADLINE STATISTICS
HOUSE PRICE INDEX (JAN 2019)*
AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE

HOUSE PRICES
PRICE CHANGE BY REGION
119.7*
£228,147

MONTHLY CHANGE

- 0.8%

ANNUAL CHANGE

1.7%
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NORTHERN IRELAND (QUARTER 4 - 2018)

1.3

5.5

£136,669

SCOTLAND
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1.3

£149,036

-1.3

4.6

£160,232

0.2

4.4

£192,757

ENGLAND

WALES

*(Jan 2015 = 100)

• UK house prices grew by 1.7% in the
year to January 2019

EAST MIDLANDS
EAST OF ENGLAND

-1.0

-0.2

£288,494

• This is the lowest annual growth for the
UK since June 2013

LONDON

-0.3

-1.6

£472,230

• House price growth was strongest in
Wales where prices increased by 4.6%
in the year to January 2019

NORTH EAST

-3.3

0.9

£125,233

NORTH WEST

-1.3

3.4

£160,811

SOUTH EAST

-0.5

0.1

£321,174

SOUTH WEST

-1.4

0.5

£253,926

WEST MIDLANDS

-2.1

4.0

£195,399

YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER

-1.0

2.9

£160,420

Source: The Land Registry
Release date: 20/03/2019
Next data release: 17/04/2019

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE BY
PROPERTY TYPE – JAN 2019
PROPERTY TYPE

MORTGAGE ACTIVITY
£bn

ANNUAL INCREASE

DETACHED
£349,363

2.9%

SEMI-DETACHED
£214,858

1.9%

TERRACED
£183,520

1.6%

FLAT / MAISONETTE
£203,280

- 0.1%

Source: The Land Registry
Release date: 20/03/2019

Contains HM Land Registry data © Crown copyright
and database right 2017. This data is licensed under
the Open Government Licence v3.0.
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• Gross mortgage lending
across the residential
market in January 2019 was

£21.6bn
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• This is 1.5% lower than
January 2018 figures
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• There were 25,100 new
first-time buyer mortgages
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• This is a

4.6% increase on

January 2018 data

Source: UK Finance
Release date: March 2019

It is important to take professional advice before making any decision relating to your personal finances. Information within
this document is based on our current understanding and can be subject to change without notice and the accuracy and
completeness of the information cannot be guaranteed. It does not provide individual tailored investment advice and is for
guidance only. Some rules may vary in different parts of the UK. We cannot assume legal liability for any errors or omissions
it might contain. Levels and bases of, and reliefs from, taxation are those currently applying or proposed and are subject to
change; their value depends on the individual circumstances of the investor. No part of this document may be reproduced
in any manner without prior permission. The firm is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
Details of our registration can be viewed at www.fca.org.uk/register under FCA Registration No: 531538. The firm is also
registered to carry on audit work in the UK and Ireland but the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales.
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